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et al. 2010) can be used as indicators. In the case of
photometric data, the indicators are generally the luminosity
gap (Jones et al.2003) and the BGG offset(Sanderson et al.
2009). Also, some spectroscopic indicators could be used, such
as velocity segregation(Lares et al.2004; Nascimento et al.
2019; Raouf et al.2019) and the Anderson Darling(AD) test
that is based on the Gaussianity of the velocity distribution
(Hou et al.2009) of group galaxies. It is worth mentioning that
since X-ray observations are both more expensive and less
available than spectroscopic or photometric observations, some
suggest that it would be better to use the AD test instead of
X-ray probes (Roberts et al.2018). They come to this
conclusion by investigating the correlation between X-ray
indicators and the AD test and showing that these quantities
correlate strongly.

In this study, we investigate the reliability of photometric,
spectroscopic, and X-ray proxies to determine the dynamical
state of galaxy groups. In the era of large surveys, a reliable and
yet economical method of characterizing the halo dynamical
state would be of great advantage for statistical studies aimed at
understandingthe role of environment on galaxy properties.
Motivated by our previous studies employing the luminosity
gap and the BGG offset, we introduce a bivariant correlation
that is a combination of� m12 andDoffsetto test whether we can
overcome the superiority of the AD test,A2, which is explored
by Hou et al.(2009, 2013). In our study, we use galaxies drawn
from the semianalytic models of Raouf et al.(2017), based on
the Millennium Simulation(Springel et al.2005), the so-called
Radio–Semi-Analytic Galaxy Evolution(SAGE). The advan-
tage of simulated data is that through the semianalytic models
we can reliably obtain the mass assembly history of a dark
matter halo. We also apply our� nding on observed galaxy
groups of the Yang catalog(Yang et al. 2005, 2007) to
compare the predictions of the simulations with the observa-
tions. Throughout this paper, we adopt

�� � � � �H h100 km s Mpc0
1 1 for the Hubble constant

with h�= �0.73.

2. Data and Mock Catalog

2.1. Simulated Data

In this study we use the public release of the Millennium
Simulation with a � CDM cosmology and the following
parameters:� m�= �0.25, � b�= �0.045, � � �= �0.75, h�= �0.73,
and n�= �1,� 8�= �0.9. The simulation box(500h� 1 Mpc)3

contains 21603 particles and presents the mass resolution of
8.6× 108 �h� 1�Me . The dark matter merger trees within each
simulation snapshot(64 snapshots) are expanded approxi-
mately logarithmically in time betweenz�= �127 andz�= �0 and
extracted from the simulation using a combination of friend-of-
friend (FoF; Davis et al.1985) and SUBFIND(Springel et al.
2001) halo � nders algorithm. The gas and stellar components
of galaxies in dark matter halos are constructed semianalyti-
cally, based on different phenomenological recipes. We are
using the radio semianalytic galaxy evolution(Raouf et al.
2017, Radio–SAGE) galaxy formation model that self-
consistently follows the gas cooling–heating cycle in different
types of galaxies and is calibrated to match key observations
for various redshifts(Raouf et al.2019). The galaxy catalog
contains� 51,000 halos with masses above 1013�hr� 1�Me and
� 5 million galaxies from which we only select galaxies
brighter than � 14 in the r-band absolute magnitude for

completeness. Also, we have chosen systems with
MrBGG�< �� 21.5 to remove the modest galaxies with dwarf
satellites.

2.2. Mock Redshift–Space Catalog

To take into account the basic observational limitations, a
mock catalog has been constructed from the algorithm
described in Blaizot et al.(2005) without box transformations
or replication. To do so we(i) place the observer at one of the
vertices of the simulation box and look at the galaxies in the
box through the observer lines of sight;(ii ) then convert the
Cartesian coordinate system(i.e., X, Y, and Z) to celestial
coordinates(i.e., R.A, and decl.); (iii ) measure the redshift of
each galaxy using the Duarte & Mamon(2015) algorithm;(iv)
estimate the luminosity distance DL of each galaxy, using their
computed redshift and comoving distance; and(v) compute the
apparent magnitude of each galaxy from DL and the absolute
magnitude. We estimate the uncertainties on the mean of our
measurements in the same way that is described in Section4.1
of Farhang et al.(2017) . Finally, having the redshift of the
objects, we can easily calculate the line-of-sight velocity of
group members.

2.3. Observational Data

To have a fair comparison with the� ndings of Roberts et al.
(2018), we select the same sample and the same data that they
adopt. Therefore, we use galaxy groups/ clusters with halo
massesMhalo�> �1013 provided by the Yang catalog(Yang et al.
2005, 2007), which are recognized through the FoF algorithm

(Huchra & Geller1982; Press & Davis1982). To compute the
clustercentric radii we use galaxies� redshift, the angular
separation between the galaxy position and the luminosity-
weighted center of the cluster, and then we normalize it toR500,
which is the radii where the inner average density is 500 times
the critical density of the universe.

A subset of the Yang catalog comprising clusters with a
minimum of 10 spec-z members is chosen to ensure an accurate
classi� cation, using the velocity pro� le shape(Hou et al.2009).
To study the relation between optical and X-ray relaxation
indicators, we use a sample of 58 clusters by Roberts et al.
(2018), which are found after cross-matching the Yang catalog
with the Chandra and XMM-Newton X-ray observation
archives. Only X-ray observations with clean exposure times
� 10 ks have been chosen. For the Chandra images, observa-
tions were reprocessed, cleaned, and calibrated by CIAO
version 4.9, and CALDB version 4.7.5. Also, LC_CLEAN
with a 3� �threshold is used to� lter background� ares. In
addition, charge transfer inef� ciency and time-dependent gain
corrections are taken into account. Images are created in the 0.5
� 5 keV energy band. By using the WAVDETECT script, point
sources are identi� ed and then� lled with local Poisson noise
using DMFILTH. Blank sky background images are generated
for each observation using the BLANKSKY and BLANKSKY
IMAGE scripts. For XMM-Newton, data reduction observa-
tions are done by SAS, version 16.0.0. Calibrated event� les
are generated using the EMCHAIN script, and� ltered event
lists were generated using MOS-FILTER. Like the CIAO
images, exposure-corrected images are created in the 0.5
� 5 keV band, and point sources are identi� ed with the
CHEESE script and thereafter� lled with local Poisson noise



X-ray data reduction, we refer the reader to Roberts et al.
(2018).

3. Mass Assembly History and Halo Relaxation Proxies

3.1. Mass Assembly History

We assign a dynamical age to each cluster by obtaining the
halo mass ratio at z∼0.5, 1 to z∼0, which we specify with
αz,0=M200(z=0.5,1)/M200(z=0). We define fast-growth
and slow-growth modes associated with α0.5,0 and α1,0,
respectively. Our intuition is based on the fact that there would
be less available time for halos to grow from z=0.5 compared
to those halos growing from z=1. According to our definition
(Dariush et al. 2007; Raouf et al. 2014), a group is dynamically
unrelaxed if it reaches less than one-third of its final mass by
z∼1 (α1,0<0.3) and is relaxed if it reaches more than one-
half of its total present-day mass by z∼1 (α1,0>0.5). In our
earlier studies (Raouf et al. 2016), we showed a sample of
relaxed groups selected based on the luminosity gap and the
BGG/brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) offset from the halo
center will result in a contaminated sample with a high
dynamical age (α1,0>0.5). Nevertheless, we note that this
method for estimating the dynamical age is not unique and may
show different results when we track the halo individually (e.g.,
see trace method and scatters in Dariush et al. 2010; Gozaliasl
et al. 2014; Farhang et al. 2017).

3.2. Tracers Based on the Luminosity Distribution

3.2.1. Luminosity Gap

One of the most promising and successful halo age
indicators is the luminosity gap (Δm12). It is the magnitude
difference between the first and second brightest galaxy within
half the virial radius of a group as introduced by Jones et al.
(2003) when it is larger than 2 mag for conventional definition
of the fossil galaxy groups (Ponman et al. 1994). Alternatively,
some authors prefer to use the stellar mass ratio between the
second-most-massive and most-massive galaxies in a given
group (Roberts et al. 2018). For a relaxed system, if the
luminosity gap is large, then the stellar mass ratio M2/M1

should be small, while for younger groups M2/M1 has not
reduced enough and is not so small.

3.2.2. Luminosity Decentering

The BGG is expected to be located at the center of the
group’s halos if the group is dynamically relaxed (Ponman
et al. 1994; Smith 2005). We are using optical luminosity
decentering, Doffset, as a tracer of the dynamical age of the
galaxy groups. Merging systems are unrelaxed and have their
BGG displaced from the center of the group halo. To find the
position of the halo center, alternatively, one can use the X-ray
peak and the mass centroid from the gravitational lensing
observations (Oguri et al. 2010; Dietrich et al. 2012; Gozaliasl
et al. 2019). Given that the lensing mass map and the X-ray
emission peaks are not directly accessible through cosmologi-
cal simulations, we rely on the luminosity-weighted centroid of
galaxy groups that is also economically available in the optical
observations.

We calculate luminosity-weighted/centroid by using
= SX X L LL i i i, where Li is the r-band luminosity of the ith

galaxy in a group and Xi is the projected coordinate of each
galaxy.

3.2.3. Bivariant Correlation (B)

In order to come up with a more appropriate photometric
probe, we combine Δm12 and Doffset into a linear bivariant
correlation (B) as

= ´ D + ´ +-C m D D EB Log . 112 off set( ) ( )

This bivariant correlation is basically a mixture of both centroid
shift and luminosity gap. By studying the relation of B with
αz,0 and minimizing the scatter between these two quantities,
we can determine the constant coefficients (C, D, and E) of the
above relation. Specifically, these constants can be found via
the least-squares method, after which we calculate the
correlation coefficient between αz,0 and B.

3.3. Dynamical Tracers

3.3.1. Anderson Darling Test

Some studies (Yahil & Vidal 1977; Ribeiro et al. 2013) show
that the line-of-sight velocity distribution of member galaxies
within a relaxed group/cluster is almost normal; however, the
unrelaxed groups display a larger deviation from the normal
velocity distribution. We can measure the deviation of the
velocity distribution from normality by using Kolmogorov, χ2,
or Anderson Darling (AD) tests. Since the AD test has been
shown to be more powerful and reliable than other tests in
detecting departures from an underlying Gaussian distribution
(see Hou et al. 2009 for details and uncertainties), we employ
this test to measure how much a velocity distribution of
member galaxies deviates from a normal distribution.
The AD test relies on calculating the distance between the

cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of a specific
distribution and an ideal normal distribution. This distance
can be measured in terms of A2 according to the following
relation:
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where xi<x<xi+1 and Φ(xi) is the CDF of the hypothetical
underlying distribution. Large values of this statistic (A2)
correspond to larger deviations from normality. In the case of a
Gaussian distribution, which is what we are considering here,
we have
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By calculating A2 for a distribution with an arbitrary
significance and comparing it with critical values we can
conclude if a distribution is normal or not (Stephens 1974).

3.3.2. Velocity Segregation (DV̄ )

Another spectroscopic indicator that is helpful in determin-
ing the relaxation state of the galaxy groups is the velocity
segregation. We calculate the velocity segregation between the
BGG and the ith spectroscopic member galaxy within half the
virial radius, using the following relation:
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where n is the number of galaxies in a group, VBGG and Vi are
the line-of-sight velocities of the BGG and ith galaxy,
respectively. Motivated from the velocity profile of groups
and clusters, DV̄ should be smaller for relaxed systems; in
contrast, it should be large for dynamically unrelaxed ones (see
Figure 11 of Raouf et al. 2019).

3.4. Intracluster Medium Tracers

3.4.1. Photon Asymmetry (Aphot)

Photon asymmetry is one of the best model-independent and
most robust techniques to measure the asymmetry of the X-ray
profiles (Nurgaliev et al. 2013). This novel method quantifies
the degree of axisymmetry of X-ray photon distributions
around the X-ray peak; in other words, it demonstrates how
uniform photons are placed in a 2π radian range within an
annulus encompassing the cluster center. For a detailed
explanation regarding the photon asymmetry we refer the
reader to Nurgaliev et al. (2013). We take advantage of the
photon asymmetry calculated by Roberts et al. (2018) using the
following equation:
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where Nann is the total number of annuli, Cj is number of cluster
counts above background within jth annulus, and dN C,j j

ˆ is an
estimated distance between the true photon distribution and the
uniform distribution, given as follows:
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where N is the total number of counts within each annulus, and
C is the number of counts intrinsic to the cluster. In addition,
U2
N is Watson’s statistic (Watson 1961), which can be achieved

by minimizing the following equation:
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here fi is the observed count polar angle, f0 is the origin polar
angle on the circle, and F is the uniform CDF.
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Adapting a similar approach as discussed in Nurgaliev et al.
(2013), dN C,

ˆ is calculated in four radial annuli, which in this
study they range between 0.05R500 and 0.5R500

3.4.2. The Centroid Shift (w)

Another popular X-ray relaxation indicator is the centroid
shift, w. It measures the shift of the X-ray surface brightness
centroid in different radial apertures. While the intracluster
medium center of mass of a system in dynamical equilibrium
should scale independently, an unrelaxed system has a scale-
dependent center of mass (Mohr et al. 1993). Therefore, by
taking advantage of w, the relaxation status of a cluster could
be determined. Centroid shift can be calculated based on the

following relation (Böhringer et al. 2010):
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In the above equation, Δi is the offset between the X-ray peak
and the centroid position within the ith aperture, N is the
number of apertures, and Rmax is the radius of the largest
aperture. X-ray peak is selected to be the position of the
brightest pixel, and centroids are specified from the moments of
the exposure-corrected X-ray images. Nine apertures are
chosen in the range of 0.1R500 to 0.5R500 with a 0.05R500 step
size.

4. Results

4.1. Relation between αz,0 and Different Relaxation Proxies

To compare different relaxation probes, introduced in
Section 3, and investigate their pros and cons, we follow two
steps. First, we fit a power law to the pairs of introduced
proxies and αz,0 (for z=1, 0.5), which provides us fitting
parameters. Second, by evaluating Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient, we quantify the degree of correlation between each
pair. In the following subsections, we study the correlation
between different relaxation probes and αz,0 in more detail.

4.1.1. Correlation between αz,0 and Photometric Probes

In Figure 1, we show the photometric indicators versus αz,0.
The x-axis of all left panels is based on α1,0; however, the right
panels’ x-axes are based on α0.5,0. Both the best-fit line with
3σconfidence interval and the median of ΔM12, Doffset, and B
are demonstrated in each panel (from bottom to top). We have
taken advantage of the bootstrap method with 10,000 random
samplings with replacements to calculate these confidence
intervals. Additionally, not only do all plots comprise scattered
data, but also they involve the first (0.25) and third (0.75)
quartiles (Q1 and Q3), shown by the shaded regions.
In the bottom panel, we show the correlations betweenΔM12

and αz,0, which we have quantified by means of the Spearman’s
correlation coefficient. Through the relation with α1,0, the
correlation is positive with rs=0.35+0.08

−0.09 and α=0.71+0.21
−0.22,

in which rs refers to Spearman’s correlation coefficient and α is
the slope of the best-fit line. Following a similar approach for
α0.5,0, we end up getting rs=0.36+0.08

−0.09. Comparing the
Pearson’s coefficient of the ΔM12−α0.5,0 and ΔM12−α1,0

relations, we observe no significant difference between the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient of fast and slow growth;
however, their slope and intercept differ slightly.
A test was run to investigate the range of growth histories

that correspond to ΔM12. As can be seen from the bottom left
panel, the values of ΔM12 at α1,0=0.3 and α1,0=0.5 are
ΔM12=0.83 and ΔM12=1.2, respectively. We consider
those halos with ΔM12<0.83 as unrelaxed and those with
ΔM12>1.2 as relaxed. We find that 47% of relaxed halos are
early formed (α1,0>0.5) and 13% are late formed
(α1,0<0.3). On the other hand, 17% of unrelaxed halos are
early formed and 33% are late formed. In light of this, there is a
correlation between αz,0 and Δm12 from which, in particular, a
large number of of early-formed and late-formed halos could be
correctly labeled as relaxed and unrelaxed, respectively.
Moving on the second photometric proxy, we show a

distribution of Doffset versus αz,0 in the middle panel of
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Figure 1. By studying the correlation between α1,0 and Doffset,
we find that the two quantities are anticorrelated with
rs=−0.35+0.09

−0.08 and α=−0.89+0.25
−0.26. Applying the same

approach for α0.5,0 brings about rs=−0.35+0.09
−0.08. After

comparing the Pearson’s coefficient of the Doffset−α0.5,0 and
Doffset−α1,0 relations, we report no significant difference
between the correlation coefficient of fast and slow growth,
while their slope and intercept differ slightly.

Similar to the above investigation for luminosity gap, here
we investigate the range of growth histories that correspond to
Doffset. As can be seen in the middle left panel of Figure 1, the
values of Doffset at α1,0=0.3 and α1,0=0.5 are
Doffset=2.17 kpc and Doffset=1.97 kpc, respectively. We
consider those halos with Doffset>2.17 kpc as unrelaxed and
those with Doffset<1.97 kpc as relaxed. As a result, we see
that 48% of relaxed halos have early formed and 11% are late
formed. On the other hand, 22% of unrelaxed halos are early
formed and 31% are late formed. In summary, there is an
anticorrelation between αz,0 and Doffset from which a large
number of early-formed and late-formed halos could be
correctly labeled as relaxed and unrelaxed, respectively.

Finally, in the top panels of Figure 1, after calculating the
bivariant correlation for the underlying groups, we plot it as a

function of αz,0. We recognize that the correlation between B
and αz,0 is significantly stronger than when we use the
luminosity gap or decentering separately. The value of the
Spearman’s correlation coefficient, rs, for the B−α1, 0 relation
is 0.47+0.08

−0.07, and for B−α0.5,0 turns out to be 0.47+0.08
−0.08. In

addition, the best values for C, D, and E are found to be
0.04,−0.11, and 0.28, respectively.
Same as the previous test, here we measure the range of

growth histories that correspond to B. As can be seen from the
top left panel of Figure 1, the values of B at α1,0=0.3 and
α1,0=0.5 are B=0.41 and B=0.45, respectively. We
consider those halos with B<0.41 as unrelaxed and those
with B>0.45 as relaxed. Therefore, we find that 54% of
relaxed halos are early formed and 10% are late formed. Also,
16% of unrelaxed halos are early formed and 36% are late
formed. As a result, a large number of early-formed and late-
formed halos could be correctly labeled as relaxed and
unrelaxed, respectively.
In summary, we show that the bivariant correlation, which is

estimated by a combination of photometric indicators, is better
than the luminosity gap or decentering with a factor of 1.3. In
addition, our analysis and results are independent of the
dynamical age definition (α1,0 or α0.5,0) as reported in Tables 1
and 2.

4.1.2. Correlation between αz,0 and Spectroscopic Probes

In Figure 2, we show the distribution of spectroscopic
indicators as a function of αz,0. Similar to Figure 1, the x-axis
of all left panels are α1,0 and the right panels’ x-axes are α0.5,0.
The solid straight line is the best-fit line with a 3σ confidence
interval, and the blue curves are the median of A2 andDV̄ . All
panels comprise both scattered data and also the first (0.25) and
third (0.75) quartiles (Q1 and Q3), shown in the shaded regions.
In the top panels of Figure 2, we show the distribution of A2

versus αz,0 using our own mock catalog explained in

Figure 1. Correlation between photometric indicators (ΔM12, Doffset, B) and
the halo mass ratio at different redshifts (α1,0, α0.5,0). The Spearman’s
correlation coefficient rs and slope are reported in each panel. Two vertical
lines indicate the dynamically relaxed (α1,0>0.5) and unrelaxed groups
(α1,0<0.3) (Raouf et al. 2014). The area between dashed lines is showing a
3σ confidence interval of our fits. The first and third quartiles (Q1 and Q3) are
illustrated in the shaded regions.

Table 1
Correlation between log(α1,0) and Different Relaxation Proxies

Proxy Slope Intercept rs p-value

Alog 2( ) −0.30+0.21
−0.24 −0.43+0.05

−0.06 −0.12+0.10
−0.09 0.01

DVlog( ¯ ) −0.41+0.08
−0.09 2.3+0.02

−0.02 −0.43+0.08
−0.07 0.0

log (Doffset) −0.89+0.25
−0.26 1.7+0.07

−0.07 −0.35+0.09
−0.08 0.0

log(B ) 0.165+0.04
−0.04 −0.3+0.02

−0.01 0.47+0.08
−0.07 0.0

log(Δm12) 0.71+0.21
−0.22 0.28+0.06

−0.06 0.35+0.08
−0.09 0.0

Note A2 and DV̄ are spectroscopic indicators, while Doffset, B, and Δm12 are
photometric indicators. 3σconfidence intervals are calculated by the bootstrap
method.

Table 2
Correlation between alog 0.5,0( ) and Different Relaxation Proxies

Proxy Slope Intercept rs p-value

log(A2) −0.34+0.26
−0.31 −0.43+0.05

−0.06 −0.10+0.09
−0.09 0.02

DVlog( ¯ ) −0.50+0.10
−0.12 2.3+0.02

−0.02 −0.42+0.08
−0.08 0.0

log (Doffset) −1.1+0.29
−0.33 1.85+0.05

−0.05 −0.35+0.09
−0.08 0.0

log(B ) 0.20+0.04
−0.05 −0.33+0.01

−0.01 0.47+0.08
−0.08 0.0

log(Δm12) 0.95+0.31
−0.28 0.25+0.04

−0.04 0.36+0.08
−0.09 0.0

Note. A2 and DV̄ are spectroscopic indicators, while Doffset, B, and Δm12 are
photometric indicators. 3σconfidence intervals are calculated by the bootstrap
method.
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toxicokinetics approach to assess the bioavailability of copper,
chromium, and arsenic to earthworms (Eisenia andrei) in
CCA-contaminated field soils. All three metals were available
at the site, but the uptake and elimination patterns inE. andrei
of Cr, Cu, and As were quite different. Uptake and elimination
for the essential metals Cr and Cu were very fast with equilib-
rium being reached within 1 day, probably due to active reg-
ulation of the body concentrations by the earthworms. For As,
uptake and elimination kinetics were very slow leading to
relatively high bioaccumulation factors (BAF), suggesting po-
tential risk of metal biomagnification in the food chain. When
assessing the ecological risk of CCA-contaminated soils in
Hartola, Finland, focus should especially be on the high bio-
availability of As, and consider its possible transfer in the food
chain. Further research is needed to study the consequences of
exposure to multiple metals at this site.
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